
Welcome to this Activity Pack. Spring Has Sprung brings together Springtime learning activities devised 
by artist Abigail Hunt. 

It has been a long and strange year like none of us have ever experienced before. Spring is a wonderful 
time to both reflect on the things that have happened during the Covid lockdowns as well as looking 
ahead positively to new beginnings and new possibilities.

In this pack you will create easy viewfinders to observe micro details in flora and fauna, make colourful 
paintbrushes with natural materials and use these to create nature-inspired paintings and drawings.

These activities are suitable for a wide range of ages but are particularly targeted for children age 7 
and above. However, they could be simplified for younger children too and have been designed to be 
carried out together as a family. Please note that at times some adult supervision may be necessary.

Each pack contains a set of simple instructions with suggested easy-to-source recyclable materials to 
use and an estimated time for the activity. Each activity has Learning extras that build on the tasks for 
further learning.

SHARE YOUR ARTWORK
Tag us in your posts on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram and use the hashtag 
#SPGfamilyartandecology or you can also email photos of your work to 
learning@southwarkparkgalleries.org

SPRING HAS SPRUNG // ACTIVITY PACK



It is important to take time to really notice the things around us, as this can help us recognise beauty in 
the everyday and help us pause to take a moment for ourselves in busy times. It’s also great to talk 
about what treasures we find and share these with others!

Materials: A piece of cardboard (can be a cereal box or similar and/or a cardboard tube), possibly bits 
of coloured sweet wrappers or clear plastic from your recycling box, scissors, tape (optional), camera 
or camera phone (optional).

Estimated time of activity: 30 min or longer

For ages: 7+ (the younger you are, the more your adult will need to work with you)

ACTIVITY 1 // MICRO NATURESPRING HAS SPRUNG // ACTIVITY PACK



What to do:
Look more closely at the nature around you. This might be anything from a spider you find in your 
bathroom, an indoor house plant, the view you see through your window, to the weeds you find 
growing in between cracks in the pavement, or the things you find in the park. 

To help you with looking, make a selection of viewfinders; these are tools to help you look more 
closely, like very simple versions of early camera lenses. When we look through a viewfinder at an 
object it helps us to focus our thinking and to concentrate on what we are looking at and on how it fits 
within the composition of a picture.

ACTIVITY 1 // MICRO NATURE



The simplest viewfinder can be made by 
cutting out 2 chunky L-shapes from card 
and holding them so you have a space 
which you can make smaller or larger. 
Or you can cut holes into cardboard, or 
use tubes to look through. You can even 
try making different lenses by wrapping 
coloured sweet wrappers or textured 
plastic packaging onto the end of tubes 
or over holes in cardboard. 

If you can, photograph the nature 
images you create. Then share these 
with friends over email or on social 
media, or you make drawings of them to 
see how this takes your image in 
another direction.

Learning Extras:
Think a little more about scale and 
microscopic images and how things 
change when we look very closely at 
them. If you are interested in exploring 
photography more then you try looking 
online at how to create a simple pin hole 
camera using a shoebox.



Watch the video on YouTube!

Materials: A selection of natural materials 
such as leaves, twigs, flowers (please check 
with an adult before you pick anything), a 
collection of sturdy sticks (to use as 
handles), a collection of interesting bits 
from your recycling bin (cardboard tubes or 
bottle tops for example), string or wool, 
masking tape or other tape, paint (any kind 
of paint), paper (whatever size you have or 
would like to use).

Estimated time of activity: 30 min or longer

For ages: 7+ (the younger you are, the more 
your adult will need to work with you)

ACTIVITY 2 // NATURE’S PAINT BRUSHES



What to do:
Using both the natural and recycled pieces, 
challenge yourself to make a set of 
alternative paintbrushes. Use the sturdy 
sticks as handles and firmly attach a variety 
of different brush heads using string, wool 
or tape. The brush heads can be twigs, 
feathers, straws, fabric. Anything you want 
to experiment with!

Whilst making them think about what 
different kinds of marks each might create 
– scratchy lines, fluffy or blurry marks, etc.

Take photographs of your new paintbrushes 
before you use them as they probably won’t 
look quite the same once you have added 
paint! 

What to do:
Look more closely at the nature around you. This might be anything from a spider you find in your 
bathroom, an indoor house plant, the view you see through your window, to the weeds you find 
growing in between cracks in the pavement, or the things you find in the park. 

To help you with looking, make a selection of viewfinders; these are tools to help you look more 
closely, like very simple versions of early camera lenses. When we look through a viewfinder at an 
object it helps us to focus our thinking and to concentrate on what we are looking at and on how it fits 
within the composition of a picture.

ACTIVITY 2 // NATURE’S PAINT BRUSHES



Learning extras:
Try out different kinds of mark-making using both expected and unexpected things. See how many 
different kinds of marks you can make with a pencil for example: scratchy marks, dotty marks, 
smudges, clean tight lines, etc. Exploring mark-making can really help you when you want to use 
different effects in your future artworks.
Take photographs of your new paintbrushes before you use them as they probably won’t look quite 
the same once you have added paint! 



Materials: Your new fancy paintbrushes 
created in Activity 2, or any drawing 
materials you wish to use – pencils, chalks, 
charcoal or oil pastels, pens or even a stick 
dipped in ink; paper (any size you like or 
have to hand - you can use the blank inside 
of old boxes or packaging from your 
recycling box); something to lean on is 
useful too, a clip board or a hardbacked 
book. Finally, gathered natural objects such 
as pebbles, feathers, leaves, flowers.

Estimated time of activity: 30 min or longer

For ages: 7+ (the younger you are, the more 
your adult will need to work with you)

WATCH THE VIDEO ON YOU TUBE

ACTIVITY 3 // NATURE ON MY MIND



What to do:
Sit somewhere you can see nature with all your materials to hand. This could be inside your home, 
looking at the sky or outside in a park. Painting or drawing doesn’t have to be about making things 
look photographic or realistic; sometimes it’s helpful to free yourself a little by trying alternative 
ways of mark-making so you are not able to make a ‘perfect’ and realistic picture.

WATCH THE VIDEO ON YOU TUBE

ACTIVITY 3 // NATURE ON MY MIND



Try the following ideas to explore nature around you through experimental mark-making:

 Use your alternative hand to paint/draw with (if you are right-handed, use your left hand and   
 vice versa)

 Make a painting/drawing without taking your paintbrush or pencil off the page

 Make a painting/drawing with your eyes closed – look hard at the thing you want to picture for     
 one minute and then close your eyes to paint or draw what you remember, for one minute

 Hold your paintbrush or pencil in your fist to paint/draw

 Hold your paintbrush or pencil in the crook of your elbow to paint/draw

 Tape your paintbrush or pencil to the end of a long stick to paint/draw

 Instead of painting or drawing what you see, try producing an image that represents what you      
 can hear or smell



Can you get nature to make a painting or 
drawing for you? 

Carefully attach a paintbrush or pen to the 
branch of a tree or plant using either string or 
tape (being careful not to damage the tree). 
Then either attach or hold a piece of paper 
where the paintbrush/pen hits it as the wind 
blows – what marks does you tree make on 
its own?

Once you have tested a few of these ideas, 
can you use your brushes to paint an image 
of the outside environment where you found 
your natural materials? You can paint trees, 
bushes, plants, birds, or the sky using your 
favourite technique you’ve learnt.





Learning extras:

If you are interested in developing your drawing and painting, then it can 
be a great discipline to keep a sketchbook that you use regularly. This can 
be quite a private thing and you shouldn’t be worried about how it looks or 
what you draw. You might use it for doodling or for experimenting with 
different techniques. Sketchbooks are about exploring ideas and helping 
to expand your thinking. Challenge yourself to spend 5 minutes every day 
using your sketchbook. 





This activity pack is brought to you by 
Southwark Park Galleries
in Partnership with RIVA

All images copyright of Abigail Hunt

southwarkparkgalleries.org // 020 7237 1230

We look forward to seeing you again soon!


